WARRANTY STATEMENT

Model: TT21
Description: Remote Mount Mode S Transponder

The above listed item includes a 2 year factory warranty from the date of installation. During this warranty period, Southeast Aerospace (SEA) guarantees the performance of the unit during normal operation and function. SEA will not offer warranty consideration for items that have experienced defects or failures from misuse such as improper handling or installation. If the unit appears to be tampered with or opened without written authorization to do so from Southeast Aerospace, all implied and expressed warranties from SEA are null and void without exception.

To confirm validity of a warranty replacement, the unit must undergo a Southeast Aerospace evaluation and receive confirmation by SEA's warranty administrator. If unit failure is determined to be under warranty, the customer will not incur freight or subsequent evaluation fees. Southeast Aerospace will then replace the warranty unit with a new unit without additional freight charges.

If any part of these aforementioned statements should not be understood or conflict with customer expectations, the customer should contact Southeast Aerospace immediately for resolution.